Abstract. An elementary proof is given of Krengel's stochastic ergodic theorem in the setting of multiparameter superadditive processes.
Introduction
The stochastic ergodic theorem due to U. Krengel [4] asserts that if T is a linear contraction of the L x space of a probability space and if / e L , then the Cesaro averages converge in probability. Our purpose in this paper is to give an extension of this result to multiparameter superadditive processes (theorem (3.12)). That the existence of 'exact dominants' [1] implies the one-parameter extension to the superadditive case was shown by Fong [3] . The multiparameter additive case was also proved recently by Krengel [5] . Our proof is by a truncation argument already used by us earlier [1] , depending only on certain properties of L x as a Banach lattice. The extension to Banach lattices is however less elementary, and we hope to present it in a separate article.
Note that the definition of superadditivity used in this article is the one given by Smythe [6] .
An apparently new result of some independent interest is theorem 2.4, which gives the decomposition of the space into a 'positive' and a 'null' part for an arbitrary family of positive contractions on L x .
Basic Results
Consider the real L x space of a measure space (X, ZF,^). Functional relations below are often to be understood modulo sets of measure zero. We will assume that n is tr-finite. This is no loss of generality, as we are going to deal only with countable classes of functions. The characteristic function of a set F e %F is XF- Choose S > 0 such that \\XE<(>\\< e whenever fi(E) < S. Choose n 0 such that fi(A n B n )<8 whenever n > n 0 , where exist for each integer fc>l, and that g i^O . Then \im k g k =g exists a.e. and in I^-norm, as g k is a non-decreasing bounded sequence in Lj\ Hence g is a non-zero function in Lj. It is also clear that if each /" has support contained in E then the support of g is also contained in E. We will now show that if Since ||/ n -Tf n \\-»0, the uniform integrability of (r Proof. We will obtain P as the largest set that supports an invariant function. Let $ be the collection of all sets G e f that can be obtained as G={x|g(*)>0}, where geLj" and Tg = g for all iel. Let v be any finite measure on (X,^), equivalent to p, and let a=sup{i>(G)\Ge<$}. Let G n be a sequence in ^ such that p(G n )-* a. For each n, choose g n e L% such that G n ={x\g n (x)>0} and r ; g n = g n for all iel. We may also assume that ||g n || = 1. Then is another function in L\ such that Tg = g for all i e / and such that P = {x\g(x)>0}e % satisfies v(P) = a. Let N = X-P. Then (i) is satisfied.
To see that (ii) is also satisfied, let /" be a bounded sequence L\ such that lim||/ n -7X11 = 0 for all i s I.
n Let h n = XNU and let T\ :L 1^L1 be defined as
which is a positive contraction for each i e /. We claim that WK-T'tKlhO asn^oo. implies that r, = 0, since T t is a contraction. Hence Tj/i = h for all i e /. This a contradiction because now the support of g + ft also belongs to ^ and its ^-measure is strictly larger than the ^-measure of P.
To see the uniqueness, note that if <j> € L\ is a function such that Trf = <f> for all j € /, then the support of <f> is contained in any set P such that N = X -P satisfies (ii). In fact, in this case the constant sequence f n = <t> satisfies the hypothesis in (ii) and consequently xdn = XN<I> must converge to zero' stochastically.
• Definition (2.5). The sets P and N obtained in theorem 2.4 will be called, respectively, the positive and the null parts of the family {T t }. Finally, lim r denotes the limit as v k -> oo for each k, independently of each other. For each veV, let T v be a positive L x contraction and assume that {T v } is a semi-group:
Superadditive Processes
If, in addition, = \fdfjL forallueV, for a l l / e L , , then {T v } will be called a Markovian semi-group. For u, ve V, let
If v = e then these are, respectively, the ordinary sums and the averages of the semi-group over [0, u), and will be denoted as S u and A u . Observe that A V A V U = A uv . Let P and N be the positive and null parts of the family {T v }, as obtained in § 2. Let Lx(P) be the set of L t functions with supports contained in P. Note that T v maps Li(P) into Li(P) and the restriction of {T v } to L t (P) is a Markovian semigroup. We need the mean ergodic theorem in the following K -dimensional form.
THEOREM (3.1). If feL x {P) then lim v A v f exists in the L 1 -norm.
This is a direct consequence of the corresponding 1-dimensional form, which, in turn, follows from the Kakutani-Yosida mean ergodic theorem. 
\\fv-TJ v \\^4S/(l-(S/y)).
Also ||/ U + U -A/J<25 implies that Similarly,
• Here the first inequality follows from the superadditivity of F, the second inequality from the positivity of F (and T u >) and the equality from the fact that XNTuXph = 0 for all heL l and u e V.
• Hence we obtain limsup||(;r,v/jA</>||<e for all </ > e L|.
Therefore lim u^A / u = 0 stochastically. The proof under the assumption (3.11) is clear, since O^Xsfv^XN^h.
• The positivity assumption in lemmas (3.8) and (3.9) can be removed easily. First, since any bounded superadditive process is the difference of two positive and There is an obvious extension of this result to additive processes with respect to semi-groups 
